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Section 1 OOD Instructions 
 

BEFORE THE DAY 
 

 As OOD1 you are responsible for the co-ordination and running of the day’s racing.  
 The tea hut facilities are now available for all members to use as we have installed 

keypad locks. Consequently hots drinks (and cake as long as there will be enough 

left for afternoon tea) can be available throughout the day. Please  
 consult your tea hut team how they want to operate the tea hut on the day. 

Self-service (and self-washing up) is an option until formal ‘tea time’ 
 ‘open’ the hut at the start of the day by unlocking the doors and opening 

shutters as well as turning on the urns.  
 At least a week in advance talk to all your team to ensure they know where you will 

all meet and at what time. 
 For full programme, the suggested time to meet for OOD1 and 2, Safety 

Boat Crew and skeleton tea hut team is 9.30am at the BTAC site where the 
club stores the petrol etc. 

 Ensure any additional tea duty people know the time to get a lift out to the 
pontoons (either 10.45 or 12.30 tow).  

 Any queries before the day, please contact the rota organiser or the Commodore.  
 

   

AT THE STAITHE 
 

 The lock combination for BTAC gate to the field is 1357. 
 Meet the team as per the previously agreed arrangements  to take kit down to NPC 

staithe. 
 The storage box at the BTAC site - lock combination 1926 – contains 

 fuel for outboards, fuel lines  
 two yellow boxes with Safety Boat kit in them (including for first-aid) and kill 

cords  
 water cans  
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 and possibly, full small cans of petrol for the wash pump which will need 

taking out to pontoon. 
 Note: we have (almost) gone keyless on the pontoons so you no longer need the 

bunch of keys that hang in the storage box. (The set you will see are now the spare 
set in case we need to use key locks again for any reason.)  

 Fire extinguishers are in the boats.  
 Please make sure that everything is put back at the end of the day. 
 Pick up radios from locker on side of the BTAC Bosun’s store. Same combination 

lock code. This is expensive kit so please be careful with it! 
 Use club cart to take everything to NPC Staithe.  
 Fill water cans on Public Staithe. 
 Put the number of your mobile phone, but not your name (or the number of 

someone who will be with you) on the white board on the notice board in the NPC 
Staithe – marker pen in the safety boat toolboxes. 

 NB. Lifejackets must be worn in both club Safety boats at all times.  
 

ON THE BROAD 
 

 Unlock huts. 
 Key code for the hut door combination locks on the pontoons is C1926Y.   

 The keys for the Kon-Tiki and the store under the Officer’s Box hang by the 
door inside the Officer’s Box. 

 Assign tasks: cleaning the pontoons; checking the loos; setting up the Officers Box 
and the racing course; putting out the buoys. 
 OOD to ensure that rafts are free from goose muck. Use the pressure 

washer under the OOD box steps; lock code 1926. Spare cans of petrol are 
kept in the store under the OOD box. (Please take empties back to BTAC 
store at end of day.) 

 Check the condition of the rafts, note any defects and inform Rear 
Commodore. 

 Check loos are in order. Put brushes around bowls if needed (do not use 
nasty chemical cleaners, please) and take dusting brushes to spiders webs 
(especially in the gents, which tend to get less attention). Check bins have 
bags in them (stored in plastic box in Ladies changing area). 

 Check all paperwork in OOD’s Box – there should be race entry sheets, a 
rulebook and a useful timetable. There should be three clocks, all 

synchronised. 
 Mark out the course - buoys in Tea Raft. This should be done using the 

FunYak to avoid damage to the RIB.  
 Reminders on setting the course 

 Though not essential, first leg of the course is normally to windward with a 
port bias if possible i.e. port end of line further to windward than starboard 
end. The mast behind the Race Box has three positions to help achieve this. 
Remember to move the sight line in the front of the box to correspond with 
the front and rear masts. Set the start line and distance marks 
approximately 0.5m downwind of line. You may set up a rectangular 
"Exclusion Zone" with two additional buoys 30 to 40 m from the start line, 
but this is at the OOD’s discretion. 

 For the first race at 11.30, it is suggested that you use a tight course of a 
sausage and a triangle kept to the north of the island for close racing and 
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good spectator sport. For the other races, after lunch, the more ‘normal’ 

course should be used. 
 Windward legs preferable to runs and broad reaches.  

 D mark (blue and yellow flag) and R (red and yellow flag) and Junior Buoys 
can be placed anywhere on the Broad; not all marks have to be included in 
course. Note paragraph 18 of Sailing Instructions.  

 NB a run through the East Gap can be dangerous.  
 The Dolphin mark must be set and is always treated as a mark (as if an 

extension of the bank, owing to shallow water).  
 The large yellow buoy is used as the finishing line and should be placed 

directly opposite the box.  
 It is generally helpful if there is a line of sight between consecutive buoys. 
 Any marks shared by Slow and Fast fleets MUST be rounded in the same 

direction. 
 Courses are normally two rounds, with choice of three rounds for Punts (if they are 

given a separate start). The Slow fleet may be given one round. The number of 

rounds for each class must be clearly marked on the course boards (see below). 
 Course boards (reading from left to right) should be set in slots at top front of Race 

Box, including number of rounds. Also set repeater course at back of Box (L to R).  
 If there are insufficient boats to run Slow and Fast starts and the starts are 

combined the race MUST not start before the published time of the last race in that 
series. 

 Fly Club pennant and any present Flag Officers’ pennants from the rear mast.  
 Fly red flag when conditions warrant personal buoyancy to be worn. This now 

applies to ALL boats including white boats and cruisers. You should disqualify 
anyone not wearing one. 

 Put race sheets on clip boards in Kon-Tiki (Sailing programme in handbook). 
 On normal race days, first tow out should be at 10:45 for an 11.30 start and the 

second, at 12.30 
 NB RIB should ALWAYS be available on Broad during racing.  
 Check that the radios are all working, are all on the same channel (normally channel 

7) and that no-one else can be heard using that channel. Allocate one to each Safety 
boat. 

 Check the condition of the broad water and if there is any hint of blue/green algae, 
please put a warning on the blackboard advising against swimming. 

AND 

 Open the tea hut doors and shutters and light burners for tea urns (Code for gas 
cupboard 1926) 

 
 

RACING 

 
 Use the following flags for the normal race programme (flags should be in correct 

pigeon holes which are marked): 
 Combined Allcomers – red and white – numeral pennant 4 

 Fast fleet – Allcomers A – red, white, yellow and black quartered – numeral 
pennant 9 

 Slow fleet – Allcomers B – black and white – numeral pennant 6 
 Use central halyard at front for Blue Peter and shortened course. 
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 Start times as in Club handbook - in adverse weather conditions these may have to 

be changed; (don’t panic!) There is an “idiot’s guide” to running the racing in the 
OOD’s box. It is well worth keeping to this timetable for making life easy and 

avoiding incorrect flags, etc. 
 IF THERE ARE SEVERAL PUNTS RACING, THE OOD MAY INTRODUCE A SEPARATE 

START AT THE END OF THE SERIES AT THEIR DISCRETION. 
 Please note that we have clocks that are set by GPS signal and do not require any 

adjustment as they should automatically be synchronised. 
 Class flags in Race Box - raise furled in race sequence from right to left on front 

gantry. 
 Break out class flag on 10-minute warning signal (horn). 
 Break out Blue Peter on 5-minute preparatory signal (horn). 
 Lower class flag on start signal. Also Blue Peter unless the start signal is a 5 minute 

signal for next class, in which case Blue Peter remains up. 
 Collect race sheets after 10-minute warning signal. 
 One minute rule - ring bell 1 minute before each start. Any boat over the start line 

after bell must return round outside start line distance buoys, otherwise deemed 
not to have started until crossed line correctly. 

 Recalls - if any boats are over the line at start, sound start signal once again, leave 
class flag at the dip until offending craft has returned to the right side of start line 

and started correctly, or for four minutes if earlier (RRS 29.2). As a courtesy it is 
normal to use the loudhailer to tell the miscreant of their error; it is not 
compulsory. 

 
DURING RACING 
 
 Check handicaps on race sheets; refer to the Portsmouth Yardstick list in Officers 

Box or Kon Tiki. Enter start time and numbers of starters. 
 Check off boats as they cross the line after first round.  
 To shorten course, if required: 

 All classes: fly S flag - sound horn twice as first boat passes penultimate 
buoy. 

 Specific class: fly S flag and class flag - sound horn twice as above. In both 
cases, the leading boat finishes when it next crosses the finish line in any 
direction. 

 Safety boat: it is the Race Officer’s duty to see that it is manned; priority to people, 

not equipment 
 At high wind speeds fly red flag, above Officers’ pennants, to indicate that personal 

buoyancy should be worn on all boats including white boats and cruisers (Sailing 
Instruction 3). 

 
FINISHING RACES 
 
 A boat finishes when any part of it crosses an imaginary line drawn from the 

foremost signal mast to the outer limit mark (large yellow buoy) 
 Enter finish time of each boat on race sheet. For handicap races calculate elapsed 

time and work out corrected time using the following formula:  
 Corrected time = Elapsed time (seconds) x 1000 /Portsmouth Number (handicap) 
 Post race results on notice board on Kon-Tiki until end of day’s racing. 
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TEAS 
 

 Tea hut team will need to bring  
 milk - usually 3 litres, depending on weather and time of season. Possibly 

more now that we are trialling the earlier tea hut opening.  
 3 or 4 tea towels 

 The number of cakes required depends very much on the time of year and the 
weather (anything from 4 – 10). Given the 2017 trial of the earlier tea hut opening, 
more rather than fewer if possible. Chocolate cakes are very popular.  

 Alcohol hand wash containers are available for both Tea providers and consumers. 
 Water carriers are usually filled and brought over from Club Box at BTAC. Fill urns 

using jug to save lifting heavy containers. 
 Hot drinks and squash to be available throughout day – either served by the tea hut 

team or on self-service (and self-washing up) basis. And cakes could be on offer 
throughout as long as there will be enough left for afternoon tea. This is at the 

discretion of the team. 
 All cakes are to be served onto plastic plates using tongs to prevent handling. 

 Cakes are placed behind the screens, again to prevent handling. 
 Tea, coffee, sugar, hot chocolate, squash, bin bags and J cloths should be in the Tea 

Hut. If any items are running low, please inform the Duty Rota Organiser 
 Price List on Tea Raft - some float is useful. 
 Cost of cake ingredients used in their baking can be subtracted from takings before 

providing the balance to the Club Treasurer (name and address in Club Handbook). 
 
AFTER RACING 
 
 Bring in buoys, flags, and course boards.  
 Switch off gas and lock gas cupboard. Wash up and tidy tea hut. Close shutters.  
 Tidy Officer’s Box.  
 Collect up race sheets. 
 Load any empty water containers and wash pump petrol cans on to safety boat for 

return to base. 
 Loos 

 Check loo reservoir. (The lcd display for the tank is in the gent’s loo.) If more 
than 2/3rds full, inform Rear Commodore who will arrange pump out. 

 Collect rubbish from bins in loo cubicles and in changing areas. Put clean 
bags in bins (stored in plastic box in Ladies changing area)  

 Lock the Kon-tiki and storage under OOD Box and return keys to hook in OOD Box. 
 Ensure latches are down on combination locks for Officer’s Box, Tea Hut (x2) and 

loos (x2). (Do NOT lock with a key.) 
 Back at the staithe, ensure radios are taken back to BTAC, turned off, put securely in 

their chargers, and the padlock locked. Do not try to turn on the electricity . That 
will happen automatically the following week before racing. 

 Return fuel tanks and kill cords, yellow boxes, water carriers and empty wash pump 
petrol cans to NPC Box at BTAC site.  

 Please make sure that when you bring the Safety boats in the mooring, the FunYak 
is left outside the Rib. The Rib is the only boat that has a cover. This cover is for the 
seat and the cord should be secured round the post to stop it blowing away. 
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 Secure the Safety boats to each other effectively using the long covered wire and 

padlock. 
 Please return trolley to left hand side of NPC storage cupboards  on BTAC site. 

 Any problems regarding the safety boats , officers’ box, buoys, etc., or any missing 
items, should be reported to Rear Commodore as soon as possible. THIS IS 
IMPORTANT.  

 
RESULTS 

 
 Please email a short report and the results to Alastair Drew on 

charlotte.alastair@gmail.com  who will pass on to the EDP.  
 You should include the following: -  

 Series 
 Race name e.g. Allcomers A 
 Number of starters  
 First three boats (name or sail no) and name of helm  

 If anything interesting has happened, tell Alastair. The EDP needs copy and 
it’s good for the club.   

 E-mail ALL race sheets to William Daniels on williamgdaniels@hotmail.com 
or post to 43 Highover Way, Hitchin, Herts. SG4 0RG  

 Please also send the results of ALL open events to William Daniels as above. 
 
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS 

 
 Copies of the following documents are in the OOD file in the box. Please note them. 

 Child Protection Policy 
 Risk assessment 
 Accident book 

 Any accident that occurs during sailing and results in a personal injury should be 
recorded in the accident book in the officers’ box. The secretary and Commodore 
should be notified of any incidents. 

 Please note the laminated notice ‘What to do in case of emergency’ in the Officers 
Box.  

 
IF YOU HAVE ANY PROBLEMS, ASK A FLAG OFFICER. 

 WE ARE ALWAYS WILLING TO HELP! 

Enjoy your day; your hard work will be appreciated 
 

 
VARIATIONS TO PROGRAMME 
 

Short programme following open events 
 

The normal Sunday racing begins with Series 2 and not before 1325. Liaise with the OOD 
for the open event to agree logistics around pickups from the Staithe. You will have the 
advantage that most of the setting up will have been done. There should still be a tow at 
1230. Also liaise with the open event OOD regarding arrangements for prize giving to 
ensure that you are not trying to start a race at the same time. 
 
 

mailto:charlotte.alastair@gmail.com
mailto:williamgdaniels@hotmail.com
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Tuesday evenings 

 
For Tuesday evening sailing we have tended to use a sausage triangle course which 

involves 3 buoys and a start line, this does not take long to set up, and the sailors have had 
great fun sailing it. We suggest you use this method for the first race. 
Depending on the number of boats and the conditions, the racing is sometimes arranged 
using fixed marks (such as the island!).  
[NB Tuesday racing is currently under review by a couple of keen members.] 
 

Section 2 Key Contacts 

 
Commodore: Tim Edmunds 01692 535030 commodore @puntclub.co.uk  

Vice Commodore: Drew Wilton 01692 536251 vicecommodore@puntclub.co.uk 
Rear Commodore: Alex Craker 01692 630561 or 07780 953309 
rearcommodore@puntclub.co.uk 
Duty Rota Organiser: Nick Dixey 01508 538819 or 07958 332462 mail@dixeys.co.uk  

 
 
Section 3 Notes for Safety Boat Crews    
 
 Safety Boat drivers and crew are required to wear a buoyancy aid at all times  

 Drivers MUST have the kill-cord attached to their leg, clothing or buoyancy aid, [not 
round the wrist as it has been known to come off] 

 There should ALWAYS be two people attending a potential incident 
 Always warn your crew if you are going to drive at speed or change direction 

 NO ONE under 16 should be in the boat when attending a potential Safety event. 
 Fuel must be securely tied into the boat.  

 Equipment inventory should be checked and inadequacies reported at earliest 
possible opportunity. Radios must work. Box and mud weight must be tied securely 

to boat. 
 Once the racing programme is under way the safety craft should only be used for 

that purpose [or as directed by the OOD] 
 If a rescue is deemed necessary, the rescuer should take charge of the situation. 

 At the end of the day: clean the boat, engine up and return all gear to the store. 
Remember to report inadequacies of stock or repairs needed. 

     

 
Section 4 Use and care of Safety Boats 
 
This section is to be read in conjunction with the notes for Safety Boat Crews  above. 

 

It MUST be read and understood by all safety boat drivers, 
however competent and experienced. 

 
Use and care of the RIB 

 
 Collect the fuel container and safety box from the Club box in the BTAC field and 

transport to the mooring 

mailto:commodore@puntclub.co.uk
mailto:vicecommodore@puntclub.co.uk
mailto:rearcommodore@puntclub.co.uk
mailto:mail@dixeys.co.uk
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 Remove the console cover 

 Unlock and remove the padlock and the security wire from boats. 
 Check safety gear is in the lockers on board – including paddle and mudweight. 

 Always use the fuel in the taller of the fuel containers (Choice of 2).  
 Insert the petrol tank into the seat space, connection to the aft port side. Ensure 

the connector snaps home fully. 
 Place the red master switch key in the holder on the back of the centre console. 

Turn it on by one-quarter turn.  
 Insert the black ignition key into the control box. The string is long enough – do not 

untie the two keys.   
 Lower the engine by using the switch on the port side of the engine below the 

cowling, or the UP/DOWN rocker switch on the throttle lever starboard side of the 
seating console.  

 Prime the fuel bulb until firm.  
 Insert the kill cord onto the switch below the key and close it. 
 Attach the kill cord to yourself before starting the engine.  It is club policy that a kill 

cord is used, and you are wearing a life jacket/buoyancy aid whenever a safety 
boat is used. 

 Leave the control in neutral, and start the engine on the key. NB The engine will not 
start unless the throttle lever is in neutral. It should not be necessary to use the 

“fast idle lever” on the controls. Inserting the key activates the choke on the engine. 
Using the fast idle can cause the engine to over rev when it starts causing damage 
to the engine. 

 Make sure the red oil pressure warning light on the engine goes out after a couple 
of seconds.  

 The motor is so quiet you may think it has stalled.  
 Check that the grey tubing is safety tied up and has not come undone. It should 

NOT be pushed down but make sure it is not a trip hazard. (This ensures the angle 
for movement on the steering is not too tight.)  

  

 Putting the boat away is obviously a reverse of this procedure.  
 Lift the engine out of the water using the electric tilt.  

 Disconnect the fuel line at the tank, NOT at the engine. 
 Remove fuel tank 

 Secure safety boats together with wire and padlock through the engine shafts – RIB 
on the inside. 

 Return the fuel container and the safety box to the Club box at BTAC 
  

  
Use and care of the FunYak 

  

 Collect the fuel container and safety box from the Club box in the BTAC field and 
transport to the mooring. 

 Remove the console cover.  
 Unlock and remove the padlock and the security wire from boats. 

 Use the square key to unlock the aft port locker and remove the lid. Insert the 
petrol tank (this one is the flatter of the tanks in the Club box) into the locker. 

Ensure the connector snaps home fully. Replace the lid and lock in place. 
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 Unlock the lid of the centre, cross boat locker in front of the console, which 

contains the paddle, mud weight and spare lines. Do not remove the lid; leave it in 
place. 

 Check that the white towing bridle is lying inside the boat when not in use. Do not 
remove it. It must not be used as a mooring line. 

 Turn the electrical isolator switch (starboard aft) to the on position and using the 
rocker switch immediately aft of the isolator, activate the bilge pump to remove 
any water. 

 Insert the black ignition key into the control box.  
 Lower the engine by using the switch on the port side of the engine below the 

cowling.  
 Prime the fuel bulb until firm.  
 Insert the kill cord onto the switch below the key and close it. 
 Attach the kill cord to yourself before starting the engine.  It is club policy that a kill 

cord is used, and you are wearing a life jacket/buoyancy aid whenever a safety 
boat is used. 

 Leave the control in neutral, and start the engine on the key.  
 Make sure the red oil pressure warning light on the engine goes out after a couple 

of seconds. 
 Use fenders when towing alongside. 

 
 Putting the boat away is obviously a reverse of this procedure.  
 Lift the engine out of the water using the electric tilt. 
 Turn battery switch OFF at the end of use.  
 Disconnect the fuel line at the tank, NOT at the engine. 
 Remove fuel tank and insert the connector into marked hole (to keep it out of any 

water). 
 Secure safety boats together with wire and padlock through the engine shafts – RIB 

on the inside. 
 Return the fuel container and the safety box to the Club box at BTAC. 
 
Any problems, please contact one of the flag officers. Please do not assume – it is better to 
ask.  
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Section 5 OOD's Own Notes 
 
 

 
 
 


